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Human Organism – Integrated Network 

Coordinated Interactions of Organ Systems

Essential to:   Maintain Health

  Generate distinct physiological states
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Fundamental Question: 



A new field

Network Physiology

needed to probe 
interactions 
among diverse 
physiologic systems.  

New Research Direction: 
           Shifting the focus from single organ systems

                                                  to the network of organ interactions
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Quantifying interactions between diverse systems: 

concept of Time Delay Stability

EEG-σ band: 

sleep spindles

Heart rate

Respiratory rate

Eye movements

→ Bursts in the dynamics of one system are coordinated with 

bursts in other systems with stable time delay 

Conclusion Network connectivity and link strength of the 

brain–brain sub-network for different sleep stages 

Network of networks across sleep stages
Transitions in the network of physiological interactions Network of physiological interactions 

Physiologic recordings
Coordinated activity across diverse systems

Data-

Driven 

Observation



Network Physiology: Networks of brain activity 

                    and other physiologic systems across sleep stages 
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Network Physiology:

                  Implications for brain dynamics and neural plasticity
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Visualization: brain-organ interactions 

           different physiologic states and age groups
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Visualization: brain-organ interactions 

           different physiologic states and age groups

Level 3: 

Networked 
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Reorganization of muscle network interactions 

           during exercise in young and elderly groups

Level 3: 

Networked 

Interactions

Fatigue response & Resilience in muscle networks 



Network Physiology and the Human PhysiolomeBig Data

Human body produces gigantic amount of Data & Information

Continuous streams of waveforms and physiologic parameters  
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musclesEMG

High frequency recordings (𝟏𝟎𝟐-𝟏𝟎𝟑Hz)

Number of data points per person:

(just for 100 parameters)
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Such Atlas would contain:

Atlas of Dynamic Interactions 

of Organ Systems

Physiology and Medicine

• healthy conditions

• age groups 

• different physiologic states (rest/exercise, 

sleep/wake, sleep stages, circadian phases)

• pathological conditions (multiple organ 

failure, coma, heart failure, sleep apnea …) 

Catalog of reference maps representing dynamical 

organ interactions under:

• Boundaries of coupling variability 

for normal conditions

• Establishing a critical zone for 

disease development as a function of 

age and physiologic state

Quantitative assessment of variability in coupling 

strength for each map at a given state or condition 

Vision



Network Physiology and the Human PhysiolomeBig Data

Knowledge Gaps

Research Opportunities

Despite the importance to:

•  understanding basic physiologic functions

•  clinical relevance

We do not know how organ systems dynamically interact 

as a network to coordinate and optimize their functions

Fundamental Question:
What are the “blueprint reference” network maps that uniquely define 

physiologic states and functions in health, aging and disease?

• Identify laws of systems cross-communication from sub-cellular to organism 

level and their alteration with aging and disease

• Establish regulatory mechanisms of network integration and re-organization 

with aging and disease  

• Develop new class of network-based dynamic markers of aging and disease: 

functional forms and strength of interaction; network connectivity and 

network modularity    




